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Abstract 

Natural selection drives populations of individuals toward local peaks in a fitness 

landscape. These peaks are created by the interactions between individual 

mutations. Fitness landscapes may change as an environment changes. In a previous 

contribution, we discovered a variant of the Azoarcus group I ribozyme that 

represents a local peak in the RNA fitness landscape. The genotype at this peak is 

distinguished from the wild-type by four point mutations. We here report ribozyme 

fitness data derived from constructing all possible combinations of these point 

mutations. We find that these mutations interact epistatically. Importantly, we show 

that these epistatic interactions change qualitatively in the three different 

environments that we studied. We find examples where the relative fitness of a 

ribozyme can change from neutral or negative in one environment, to positive in 

another. We also show that the fitness effect of a specific GC-AU base pair switch is 

dependent upon both the environment and the genetic context. Moreover, the 

mutations we study improve activity at the cost of decreased structural stability. 

Environmental change is ubiquitous in nature. Our results suggest that such change 

can facilitate adaptive evolution by exposing new peaks of a fitness landscape. They 

highlight a prominent role for genotype-environment interactions in doing so. 

 



Evolution is often seen as a process of biological optimization, where natural selection 

drives populations of individuals toward peaks in a fitness landscape[1–3]. During this 

process individuals move incrementally “uphill” in such a landscape by acquiring 

beneficial mutations. For the optimization of an individual enzyme, moving “uphill” can 

mean increasing enzyme activity, specificity or stability. Even within individual enzymes, 

mutations do not operate in isolation, but they interact in their effects on fitness, a 

phenomenon known as epistasis[4]. A particularly severe form of epistasis, also called 

sign epistasis, occurs when individual mutations are deleterious in some genetic 

backgrounds, but beneficial in others. Sign epistasis creates peaks and valleys in the 

fitness landscape. It has received much attention in evolutionary biology because fitness 

valleys can be sufficient to impede the biological optimization process[5–7]. The crossing 

of these valleys requires a temporary decrease in fitness, which can be difficult to achieve 

through the forces of evolution[8–10]. 

 

Ultimately, the effect of mutations depends on interactions between the genotype and the 

environment. In the study of many common forms of human disease, for example, both 

genetic and environmental factors are required to predict the disposition of individuals to 

disease[11]. However, the genetic basis of complex traits, including disease traits, is often 

incompletely understood. This is evident in the fact that genetic polymorphisms 

associated with common (disease) traits usually explain only a small fraction of the 

variation in the trait[12,13]. This phenomenon has been referred to as the “missing 

heritability” in complex traits. It may be explained by epistatic interactions among 

genotypes, unknown environmental factors, or both[14,15]. Until very recently, the 



complicated nature of gene-gene interactions (epistasis) affecting complex traits has 

prevented a systematic analysis of how epistatic interactions are affected by the 

environment[16]. Nevertheless, such analysis could improve our understanding of the 

tempo and mode of evolution in changing environments, and could ultimately help direct 

our efforts to dissect the components of heritability in complex traits.  

 

An experimental approach to understanding the relationships between epistasis, fitness 

landscapes and evolution involves reconstructing all molecular intermediates between a 

reference genotype and a genotype at a local peak in the fitness landscape[5,17–21]. Based 

on this information, the fitness landscape can be reconstructed by characterizing the 

phenotype of each intermediate. All the possible pathways to higher fitness through these 

intermediates can be compared side by side. Previous experiments of this type have 

revealed that interactions between multiple mutations can differ depending on whether 

the mutations occur in different genes or within a single gene. For example, mutations 

occurring in different genes in E. coli show very little sign epistasis [21]. This is a form 

of epistasis where the effect of a mutation is positive or negative depending on the 

presence of other mutations. Instead, the interactions between these different-gene 

mutations seem to be dominated by negative or “diminishing returns” epistasis. That is, 

when several individually beneficial mutations from different genes are combined, the 

total fitness advantage is less than expected from each individual benefit, and this 

discrepancy increases with the number of mutations considered [20,21]. In contrast, when 

multiple mutations occur within individual enzyme-coding genes, extensive sign epistasis 

occurs, which can render most pathways to higher fitness inaccessible [8–10]. However, 



all of these experiments only consider epistatic interactions in a single environment, e.g. 

fitness in the presence of a single antibiotic. In nature, environments change constantly, 

and a more complete characterization of epistatic fitness landscapes requires experiments 

that consider environmental change. Here, we reconstruct the fitness landscape of a 

catalytic RNA molecule (ribozyme), including all possible intermediates that lead to a 

local fitness peak, and determine the “fitness” (relative activity) of each intermediate in 

three different environments. 

 

The fitness peak used in this study is occupied by a variant of the Azoarcus group I 

ribozyme, which we call Azo*. Group I ribozymes can be studied experimentally through 

an assay that requires the cleavage of a synthetic RNA oligonucleotide, because this 

activity is a component of the ribozyme’s natural self-splicing activity[22]. Four 

mutations in the Azo* variant significantly increase the activity of this ribozyme relative 

to the wild-type ribozyme (Azowt) (Fig. 1). The Azo* variant was discovered during a 

previous set of directed evolution experiments that evolved populations of ribozymes in 

three different environments, which we call native, thermal stress and new (see 

Supporting Information in ESM for a description of the evolution procedure). These three 

environments were chosen as part of a two-step experimental design that tested the effect 

of cryptic variation on adapting populations[23]. In these experiments, we first subjected 

populations of ribozymes to a period of mutagenesis and purifying selection for the 

native ribozyme activity (RNA oligonucleotide cleavage). One population was selected 

under typical ribozyme reaction conditions (native environment), while the other was 

selected in the presence of formamide, which is a denaturant that lowers the stability of 



RNA structures (thermal stress environment). Second, we selected in a new chemical 

environment, in which the standard substrate was replaced with an RNA oligonucleotide 

containing a phosphorothioate bond at the cleavage site (new environment). High 

throughput sequencing analysis revealed that the populations from the first part of the 

experiment moved close in genotype space to the Azo* sequence, resulting in its rapid 

increase in frequency during the second step[23].  

 

Results and Discussion 

The four mutations that distinguish the superior Azo* activity can arise in any order, 

creating 4! = 24 mutational trajectories between Azowt and Azo*. These mutational 

trajectories consist of 16 riboyzme variants that comprise all the possible combinations of 

the four mutations, including Azowt (no mutations) and Azo* (all four mutations). For the 

present work, we synthesized all 16 ribozymes and characterize their relative fitness 

(enzymatic activity) in each of the three environments (native, thermal stress, and new) in 

order to study the environmental impact on the epistatic interactions. From this data we 

can reconstruct the fitness landscapes composed of all the possible mutational trajectories 

that could be navigated to reach the Azo* landscape peak.  

 

The landscapes are shown in Fig. 2. The trajectories between Azowt and Azo* constitute a 

discrete four-dimensional space (a hypercube) because each variant has four “neighbors” 

that differ by exactly one mutation. We present a projection of this space onto two 

dimensions. Moving from left to right on a landscape in Fig. 2 takes one from Azowt to 

Azo* one mutation at a time. Each combination of mutations (genotype) is presented as a 



circle. The acquisition of a mutation (step to the right) can cause a change in activity from 

the previous variant, creating ups and downs in the landscape that are represented as 

arrows. We use color to depict this “ruggedness” (see key), where cyan indicates an 

increase in activity (uphill step) and magenta represents a decrease in activity (downhill 

step). The color saturation of each arrow is scaled to the magnitude of change, so that 

mutational steps that result in no activity change are colorless (light grey arrows). Arrows 

with a black border reflect mutations that entail a significant increase in fitness (two 

tailed t-test, p < 0.05, n ≥ 3, allowing a multiple testing false discovery rate of 10%[24], 

see Methods). We highlight these transitions because they are highly favored directions of 

change relative to neutral or deleterious transitions under the conditions of our previous 

evolution experiments (see ESM for discussion). The figure suggests the existence of 

sign epistasis in these landscapes, because significant uphill steps are separated by neutral 

or downhill steps.  

 

In our ribozyme variants, each individual mutation can occur with any of eight different 

combinations of the other three mutations. We determined the effect of each mutation in 

each of the eight genetic contexts and classified the effect as positive or negative 

depending on a significant (see above) increase or decrease in activity relative to the 

same genotype without the mutation. We classified effects as negligible if the change in 

activity was not significant. Table 1 lists the number of times each of the four mutations 

has a positive or non-positive (negative or negligible) effect (see also ESM and Fig. S1). 

Sign epistasis exists in all cases where a mutation has both positive and non-positive 

effects. For example, in the native environment the mutation C89U shows sign epistasis: 



In the background of three variants it has a positive effect, but in the context of five 

others it has a non-positive effect (Table 1, row 2).  

 

The data in Table 1 also indicates that epistasis changes with environments. Changes in 

sign epistasis in particular are revealed by the differing number of positive and non-

positive effects of each mutation between the environments. For example, the mutations 

C32U and C89U lose instances of positive effects when moved from the native to the 

new environments, whereas G179C gains such effects. Although we group the negative 

and negligible effects together as “non-positive” because they are both unlikely to reach 

fixation by natural selection[6], Table 1 also shows that several instances of significantly 

negative effects in the native environment become negligible when the environment 

changes. 

 

In some cases, the effect of the environments on an epistatic interaction results in a 

relative fitness advantage only in the new environment (Fig. 3). This occurs in two 

examples of ribozyme variants that are two mutations away from the wild-type (Fig. 

3a,b), and in one case where the variant is three mutations away (Fig. 3c). For example, 

in Fig. 3a acquiring the mutation C32U (going from left to right) results in a decrease in 

fitness that is followed by a fitness increase if the additional mutation G179C occurs. In 

the native environment (blue), the increase in fitness caused by the second mutation is not 

enough to increase the fitness of the double mutant significantly above that of the wild-

type. Thus, the net result of the two mutations is a neutral change. However, in the new 

environment (red), the same variant has a relative fitness that is significantly higher than 



the wild-type. Under thermal stress, the same double mutant has lower fitness than the 

wild-type. Qualitatively identical patterns hold for the mutations in Fig. 3b and 3c.  

 

This data illustrates that environmental change can alter a fitness landscape and even 

create a fitness advantage where there was not one before. The examples in Fig. 3 are 

extreme examples of a more general pattern, that is, an amplification of fitness 

advantages in the new environment. Comparing the fitness value of each variant in the 

new and native environment reveals that, on average, the fitness values are 21% higher in 

the new environment, ignoring variants with a fitness decrease in both environments 

(ESM, Fig. S2). These same variants show an even greater advantage (49%) if the new 

fitness values are compared to those under thermal stress conditions. 

 

In terms of the ribozyme’s structural stability, the thermal stress conditions can be 

considered analogous to a temperature increase of 13.5 °C[25]. We chose to introduce a 

denaturant (formamide) instead of an actual temperature change, because the latter can 

alter many other parameters, such as pH and kcat. In our experiments, the only change 

between the native and thermal stress environment is the presence of the denaturant, and 

we can therefore interpret the difference in fitness between these environments as an 

effect of structural stability. All fitness values we report for this environment are relative 

to the activity of Azowt in that environment. Therefore, a variant’s decreased fitness in the 

thermal stress environment indicates that the variant has a decreased structural stability 

relative to Azowt.  

 



Overall, we observe that the thermal stress environment flattens the fitness landscape, 

and sign epistasis is lost (Table 1, Fig. 2). In fact, not even the Azo* genotype itself is 

advantageous in this environment. This observation indicates that the four Azo* 

mutations cause increased activity at the expense of structural stability (function-stability 

trade-off). Under permissive conditions (native environment) the four mutations together 

are advantageous, but they compromise the stability of the enzyme, which is revealed 

under thermal stress. Interestingly, the single mutations alone do not reveal this trade-off 

because their fitness effects are similar in both environments (ESM, Fig. S2c). The effect 

is only revealed by combinations of two or more mutations, which unanimously show 

decreased fitness effects in the thermal stress environment. The most striking example is 

Azo* itself. When all four mutations are present, they cause a 55% fitness increase in the 

native environment, but a 13% decrease under thermal stress. This is consistent with data 

from mutagenesis experiments on protein enzymes which have shown that most 

mutations, even beneficial ones, are destabilizing[26–28]. Our results indicate that this is 

also the case for our RNA enzyme. This trade-off amounts to antagonistic pleiotropy at 

the single enzyme level, and emphasizes that an enzyme can not always optimize activity 

and structural stability simultaneously[28]. 

 

We next turn to an especially instructive pair of mutations in our data. These mutations 

cause a GC-AU base pair switch. A base pair switch of this type is a classic example of a 

compensatory mutation. Such mutations are frequent in naturally occurring RNA 

molecules and have important implications for phylogenetic analysis[29,30]. The two 

mutations occur at positions 53 and 89 in the Azoarcus ribozyme, which form a base pair 



in the middle of the P4 stem of the conserved group I ribozyme structure[31]. Together, 

the two mutations preserve the secondary structure, and one might expect that they have 

little or no effect on function. Surprisingly, our results show otherwise. The change in 

activity resulting from this combination of mutations depends on both the genetic context 

and the environment (Fig. 4). In the native environment, the presence of two other 

mutations (C32U and G179C) can change the effect of the GC-AU switch from slightly 

negative to positive (compare Fig. 3a and 3b). Specifically, in the wild-type background, 

the AU base pair causes a 10% decrease in activity relative to the GC base pair (Fig 3b). 

However, when the mutations C32U and G179C are already present, the AU base pair 

causes a 48% increase in activity. Furthermore, in this advantageous genetic context 

(C32U and G179C already present), a change to the thermal stress environment alters the 

effect of the base pair switch from positive (48% increase) to negligible (2.9% decrease) 

(Fig. 3b and 3c). This change in fitness indicates that this base pair switch is an important 

component of the decreased stability of the Azo* genotype. In other genetic contexts 

where this double mutation can occur, a changing environment can also cause a 

negligible effect to become significantly negative (ESM, Fig. S3).  

 

Two trajectories are possible in converting a GC base pair to an AU base pair. One of 

them passes through a GU base pair intermediate, the other through an AC mismatch 

intermediate (Fig. 4, ESM, Fig. S3). In our data, a ribozyme with the GU intermediate is 

always more active than that with the AC intermediate (+1.4% to +22.7%; average = 

+10.3%). This confirms predictions of the relative effects of these two intermediates 

based on the geometry of base pairs [32], experimental measurements[33], and 



bioinformatic analysis of tRNA evolution [34]. Our data supports a “continuous ridge” or 

“neutral network” model (see SI Discussion) of compensatory evolution in RNA 

secondary structure, because in our experiments the GU intermediate shows a significant 

decrease in fitness in only a single instance, and in this instance the base pair switch is 

not compensatory but deleterious (ESM, Fig. S3d). In all other cases, no significant 

decrease in fitness occurs for any given genotype when the GC base pair is replaced by 

the GU intermediate. (ESM, Fig. S3).  

 

A further intriguing observation is that the fitness values in the new and native 

environments are correlated (Pearson’s r = 0.95; ESM, Fig. S2a). The correlation 

probably arises from the fact that the new substrate is a promiscuous substrate of the 

wild-type ribozyme, and that this substrate is structurally highly similar to the native 

substrate. It has the same sequence as the “native” substrate, and only differs at the 

scissile phosphate, where a non-bridging oxygen is replaced by a sulfur. The correlation 

is intriguing because it might help explain why in Nature, where environments constantly 

change, promiscuous activities can be preserved even in enzymes highly optimized for a 

primary substrate[35,36]. The correlation we observe suggests that pathways to improving 

promiscuous functions may stay open even while optimizing an enzyme’s native activity, 

and vice versa. Further experimental evidence is needed to test the generality of these 

findings. 

 

Our previous evolution experiments provide a unique opportunity to ask how the three 

epistatic fitness landscapes we study here altered the course of evolution under defined 



conditions. For this analysis, we turn to deep sequencing data of populations that resulted 

from our previous evolution experiments. Each population began from the same “wild-

type” population and was evolved for several (8 or 10) generations in each of the three 

environments (see Methods for a description of selection experiments). We find that the 

evolving populations contained variants that are several mutations away from Azowt, but 

that do not have increased fitness. In fact, some sequenced variants have no intermediates 

that show an increased activity relative to Azowt (ESM, Fig. S4). For example, the variant 

“+ + + –” has a fitness of 0.87, 0.75 and 0.81 in the native, thermal stress, and new 

environments, respectively (Fig. 2). All intermediates between Azowt and “+ + + –” have 

fitness values of less than 1. Nevertheless, we find this genotype in the individuals 

sampled after 10 generations of selection in the thermal stress (0.3% of sample), and after 

8 generations in the new environment (0.4% of sample). Other similar examples exist. 

 

The above sequencing results are surprising because strong selection was acting in the 

evolution experiments that produced this sequence data (see SI Discussion). In these 

experiments, selection should have favored trajectories that do not contain intermediates 

with negative or no fitness change. However, our evolution experiments also used large 

populations and high mutation rates. Our sequence data is consistent with predictions of 

valley/plateau crossing scenarios that consider parameters (population size, mutation rate, 

selection pressure) in the range of our experiments[9,37,38]. Specifically, for our 

experiments we estimate an effective population size of 107 molecules, a mutation rate of 

10-4 (Taq polymerase), and relative fitness effects of ~0.1 (see SI for details). Under these 

parameters, populations are expected to cross each of our three landscapes by 



establishing lineages based on neutral or deleterious variants, because such variants can 

persist in a population at mutation selection balance. In fact, under these conditions, 

populations are predicted to take neutral and slightly deleterious steps even when 

continuously uphill paths are possible[9]. Our sequence data supports this prediction. We 

note that the parameter values we just mentioned are not restricted to our experiments, 

but can also occur in large populations of organisms, making the kind of valley/plateau 

crossing we observe a biologically relevant scenario[39–42]. Several examples are 

discussed briefly in the Supporting Information. 

 

The phenotype of our study system (ribozyme activity) is much simpler than that of 

complex organismal traits. However, our experimental system enables us to alter 

systematically genotypes and environments to reveal important interactions. Such 

manipulation is very difficult or impossible at the organismal level, where the genetic 

factors leading to complex traits are incompletely understood. It has been argued that 

some of the “missing heritability” in genome wide association studies may be due to the 

averaging of the effects of specific alleles over different environments[14,15]. In fact, for 

our data, if we average the fitness of each ribozyme variant over all three environments, 

we find that no variant has a significant increase in fitness relative to Azowt (ESM, Fig. 

S5). This shows that even in our simple system the relationship between genotype and 

phenotype can only be correctly characterized if gene-environment interactions are 

considered. These results support the hypothesis that gene-environment interactions can 

be an important source of “missing heritability”. 

 



Our experimental results highlight a positive role for environmental change in adaptive 

evolution. The Azo* genotype was actually discovered by first evolving populations in 

the native or thermal stress environments, then switching to the new environment. The 

fitness landscapes whose structure we determined reveal that in the first environments 

populations were required to explore genotype space through the preservation of neutral 

or even slightly deleterious variants. These variants have no fitness advantage in this 

environment, and they did not rise to high frequency in our evolving populations. 

However, in the new environment, some of these same variants do have a fitness 

advantage. These variants increased in frequency in our populations after being exposed 

to the new environment. Gene-environment interactions are critical in this scenario 

because some combinations of mutations become adaptive only upon environmental 

change. Especially in large populations, the shifting patterns of epistasis that are caused 

by environmental change may render adaptive peaks more accessible and fitness 

landscapes less rugged than is sometimes assumed. 

 

Methods 

Ribozyme and substrate synthesis 

The dsDNA templates containing variants of the Azoarcus ribozyme were constructed by 

a two-step PCR based assembly from six synthetic DNA oligonucleotides[43]. The 

templates contain 197 nucleotides of the Azoarcus group I intron, excluding the first eight 

nucleotides, but including the nucleophilic terminal guanosine (G205), all preceded by 

the T7 promoter sequence to allow in vitro transcription. In vitro transcription reactions 

were performed as previously described[23]. Substrate oligonucleotides 



GGCAU(AAAU)4A and GGCAUs(AAAU)4A (s = phosphorothioate bond) were 

produced by solid phase synthesis and purified by denaturing PAGE (Microsynth). 

Concentrations were determined by UV-absorbance on an ND-1000 spectrophotometer 

(NanoDrop Technologies).  

 

Activity measurements 

Activities of ribozyme variants were determined in 10 μL reactions containing 10 pmol 

ribozyme, 50 pmol substrate oligonucleotide, 25 mM MgCl2, and 30 mM EPPS (pH 7.5). 

The new reactions contained 50 pmol each Rp and Sp phosphorothioate diastereomers 

(100 pmole racemic mixture), of which only the Rp diastereomer is a viable substrate. 

The reaction mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 1h. Reacted and unreacted enzyme was 

separated by denaturing PAGE (6% polyacrylamide, 8 M urea), and visualized by UV 

transillumination after fluorescent staining with GelRed (Biotum). Activities were 

determined as the fraction of fluorescence from the reacted ribozyme relative to the total 

ribozyme fluorescence (reacted plus unreacted). Fitness values were determined as the 

ratio of variant activity to Azowt activity under the given reaction conditions. Activities 

were based on the average of at least three measurements. Some of the activity 

measurments (twelve) from the native environment were reported as supplementary 

material in a previous publication[23]. 

 

Controlling the rate of false discovery 

Significant differences in the fitness of neighbors in our landscapes were corrected for 

multiple hypothesis testing. Raw P-values from t-tests were rank ordered, and converted 

to false discovery rate P-values by the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure[24]. These 



false discovery rate P-values were used to assign the significance of fitness effects 

tabulated in Table 1 and indicated by black borders in Fig. 2 of the main text. 
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Fig. 1. The Azo* mutations in the context of the ribozyme structure. The four 

mutations of our study are labeled in the format XNY, where X is the wild-type base at 

position N, and Y is the mutant base at this position. (A) The crystal structure of the 

Azoarcus ribozyme (1ZZN) is shown using the “PUTTY” function in Pymol 

(Schrödinger). Positions where mutations rose to high frequency during our previous 

evolution in the new environment are shown in blue. The thickness of the tube 

representing the RNA backbone is scaled to the rate at which the mutation at that position 

increased in frequency [23]. The Azo* mutations were a unique set of these mutations that 

showed high co-occurrence and the most rapid increase in frequency. The active site of 

the ribozyme is indicated by the substrate (stick representation, colored by chemical 

element). (B) A close up view of the Azo* mutations in relationship to the active site. 



Fig. 2. Functional landscapes of combinations of the Azo* mutations. The landscapes 

are shown in three environments all of which are at 37 °C, 25 mM Mg++ and pH 7.5 

(native). Additionally, the thermal stress environment contained 5 M formamide. The new 

environment was identical to the native environment, but contained a substrate with a 

phosphorothioate at the scissile bond. Each circle corresponds to a genotype with a 

specific combination of the Azo* mutations shown as four + or – symbols that indicate, 

from left to right, the presence or absence of the mutations C32U, G53A, C89U, and 

G179C. The value within each circle is the measured activity of that ribozyme relative to 

Azowt. The arrows between two circles are colored to indicate the relative activity change 

in the direction of the arrow (acquired mutation). The color saturation of each arrow is 

scaled to the activity effect (100% saturation = fitness change of +1 (cyan), or -1 

(magenta); 0% saturation = no effect (light grey)). Arrows that correspond to a significant 

increase in activity have a black border. 
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Fig. 3. Fitness advantages revealed after environmental change. Examples of 

combinations of two (A and B) or three (C) mutations that show a fitness advantage only 

in the new environment. Intermediate interactions encountered in each environment 

during a mutational trajectory that leads away from Azowt (wt) is also shown (for all 

trajectories see ESM Fig. S1). The fitness (y-axis) of each variant is shown as a function 

of additional mutations (x-axis) introduced into Azowt (left to right on each graph 

correspond to increasing numbers of mutations). The specific mutation that is added is 

indicated on the x-axis using + and – symbols that indicate, from left to right, the 

presence or absence of the mutations C32U, G53A, C89U, and G179C. Fitness values are 

measured relative to Azowt in each of the three environments: native (blue), thermal stress 

(black), new (red). Fitness values that are significantly different than Azowt in the given 

environment are indicated with an asterisk (‘*’; p < 0.05, t-test).  
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Fig. 4. Context-dependent effect of a GC-AU base pair switch. The fitness effect of a 

switch from a GC to an AU base pair resulting form the two mutations G53A and C89U. 

The fitness (relative activity) of the original base pair (GC), the two possible 

intermediates (GU or AC), and the final base pair (AU) are shown relative to the Azowt 

activity in the given environment. The environment is shown in italics above the graph 

(see Fig. 2 and Methods for environmental conditions). The other mutations that are 

present during the switch are shown above each graph (top line of each panel, bold).  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Table 1. Summary of the effects of individual mutations 

Environment Mutation 

Positive Non-Positive 

Negative Negligible 

Native C32U 

G53A 

C89U 

G179C 

1 

1 

3 

6 

3 

-- 

1 

-- 

4 

7 

4 

2 

Thermal stress C32U 

G53A 

C89U 

G179C 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

8 

8 

8 

8 

New C32U 

G53A 

C89U 

G179C 

-- 

1 

2 

7 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

8 

7 

6 

1 

 

 

 

 


